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8. The Tool 

As a proof of concept, a java tool was developed which integrates all of the above 

described tools and makes a domain driven web application creation tool. 

The tool basically allows the following functionality, 

• Load and view the model file, serialized in XMI format 

• Set the transformation parameters 

• Create the web application 

• Build and deploy the web application on to the web server 

• Browse the generated source code 

 

8.1 Setting Transformation parameters 

The tool provides a simple UI for setting the transformation parameters conveniently. 

 

Figure 8-1 The UI for setting the transformation parameters 
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8.2 Perform XSLT Transformation 

The tool provides a menu option for one click generate, build and deploy of the web 

application. 

 

Figure 8-2 UI for one click generate, build and deploy 

The basic operations can be simplified as follows: 

import javax.xml.transform.* 

... 

Source xmlSource = new StreamSource(xmlSourcePath); 

Source xslSource = new StreamSource(xslSourcePath); 

Result xmlResult = new StreamResult(xmlResultPath); 

Transformer tr = TransformerFactory.newInstance().newTransformer(xslSource); 

//set transformation parameters 

tr.setParameter("db_user",db_user); 

//do transform 

tr.transform(xmlSource, xmlResult); 

 

8.3 Setting the XSLT processor 

In the above code there is no reference to Xalan XSLT processor. So where does it get that 

information? 

The answer is that the JAXP 1.1 specification [42] defines a specific lookup procedure to 

locate an appropriate XSLT processor. Thus it is not recommended to hardcode vendor-

specific code into the application. 

In the above code TransformerFactory.newInstance() does a look up for the “plugged” 

XSLT processors. [43] 

The JAXP algorithm for locating a factory implementation class has the following steps: 
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1. Use the value of the javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory system property if 

it exists. 

2. If lib/jaxp.properties file exists in the JRE folder, then look for a 

javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory=ImplementationClass entry in that 

file. 

3. Use a JAR file service provider to look for a file called  

META-INF/services/javax.xml.transform.TransformerFactory in any JAR file on 

the CLASSPATH. 

4. Use the default TransformerFactory instance. 

 

Thus, simply adding the Xalan.jar file to the CLASSPATH will make it the XSLT 

Processor for the transformation. 

 

8.4 Build and deploy 

Once the source files are generated, the source has to be compiled and files need to be 

deployed to the target web server. This is best handled by a build script. 

An Ant [41] build file is automatically generated from the transformation which does, 

• Set the class path 

• Clean the previous build 

• Create the directory structure 

• Copy dependent static source files on to the generated 

• Compile the source 

• Copy dependent xml and .properties files 

The build and deploy ant script is run via the tool using the following method: 
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import org.apache.tools.ant.*; 

... 

Project project = new Project(); 

project.init(); 

File buildFile = new File(baseDir, "build.xml"); 

ProjectHelper.configureProject(project, buildFile); 

//run the specified target in the ant file 

project.executeTarget(“all”); 

 

8.5 Browsing the generated file structure 

The tool provides a simple browsing feature for the generated files. 

 

Figure 8-3 GUI for browsing the generated files  

8.5.1 Providing syntax highlighting 

The syntax highlighting has been provided for the java files using the JavaEditorKit as 

specified in [44]. The java editor component (javax.swing.JEditorPane) allows an “editor 

kit” to be set to provide different edit functionalities for different file types. 
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jepOutput.setEditorKit(new JavaEditorKit()); 

 

jepInput.setEditorKit(new XMLEditorKit()); 

 

The XMLEditorKit was taken from [45]. 

The jepOutput and jepInput are JEditorPane components for displaying the input and 

output files respectively. The editor kit is replaced in the output editor when an output xml 

file is selected for viewing. 

  


